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Conventional wisdom indicates that the presence of an alternating driving force will not change the long-
term behavior of a Brownian particle moving in a random potential. Although this is true in one dimension,
here we offer direct evidence that the inevitable local symmetry breaking present in a two-dimensional random
potential leads to the emergence of a local ratchet effect that generates large-scale vorticity patterns consisting
of steady-state net diffusive currents. For small fields the spatial correlation function of the current follows a
logarithmic distance dependence, while for large external fields both the vorticity and the correlations gradually
disappear. We uncover the scaling laws characterizing this unique pattern formation process, and discuss their
potential relevance to real systems.
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Driven diffusion in random media is a much studied prob-
lem impacting a number of research areas, ranging from re-
laxation phenomena in spin glassesf1g, to dislocation motion
in disordered crystalsf2g, transport in porous mediaf3g, and
turbulent diffusionf4g. These and related studies have of-
fered convincing evidence that the interplay between the an-
nealed randomness of the diffusion process and the quenched
randomness of the media gives rise to unexpected scaling
phenomenaf5g. If the external driving force has a symmetric
and time-periodic form, the motion of a particle is the result
of the combined effect of thermally activated diffusion and a
periodic component, induced by the coupling to the applied
field. At time scales much larger than the period of the driv-
ing force one expects the influence of the alternating field to
be negligible, the dynamics of the system being described by
the classical Brownian motion. Indeed, while the particle
moves back and forth along the direction of the alternating
field, a stroboscopic view of the system, obtained by taking
pictures only at times that are integer multiples of the exter-
nal field period, is expected to show a randomly diffusing
particle, as if the periodic external field was absent. In con-
trast to this intuitive picture, we offer convincing evidence
that in the presence of quenched randomness an external al-
ternating field can fundamentally change the nature of the
diffusive dynamics.

Indications that an alternating bias may influence the na-
ture of diffusive motion in a random potential comes from
the recent advances in thermal ratchetsf6g and driven chemi-
cal reactionsf7g. In equilibrium, a particle moving in a one-
dimensionals1Dd periodic asymmetric potential for which
the x→−x symmetry is broken displays a simple diffusive
behavior. However, if the particle is also driven by an alter-
nating field, it drifts in the direction defined by the asymme-

try of the potentialf7g. The emergence of this nonequilib-
rium steady-state net current is called theratchet effect, and
the average drift velocity of the particle is theratchet veloc-
ity. The ratchet velocity is expected to vanish, however,
when the particle moves in arandompotential, since a ran-
dom potential obeys inversion symmetrysin a statistical
sensed. Indeed, if identical energy wells are separated by suf-
ficiently high energy barriers, the ratchet velocity is exactly
zero, irrespective of the barrier height distributionf8g.

On the other hand, in two-dimensionals2Dd systems any
finite region of a random potential exhibits some degree of
broken symmetry, forcing the particle to follow different tra-
jectories during the two half periods of the alternating driv-
ing force. In this paper we show that the interplay between
this local symmetry breaking in a random 2D potential land-
scape and the alternating drive leads to the unexpected ap-
pearance of a highly correlated steady-state net current field,
characterized by a large-scale vorticity.

We investigate the driven dynamics of a single particle
moving in a random uncorrelated potential on a 2D square
Euclidean lattice withN=L3L sites, where each site is con-
nected to its nearest neighbors by bonds of unit length. Ran-
dom potential barriers are assigned to each bond and periodic
boundary conditions are assumed. A schematic illustration of
the system’s geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The diffusing par-
ticle is also driven by an external alternating field, applied
along thex-direction. We define the local probability currents
Ji,j

x fJi,j
y g on sitesi , jd as the currents flowing across the po-

tential barriers between the lattice sitessi , jd and si +1,jd
fsi , j +1dg. As shown in Fig. 1, a particle located at sitesi , jd
at momentt can hop to any of thefour nearest-neighbor
lattice sites by overcoming the potential barriers,Ei,j

g , as-
signed to each bond. To simplify the notations we denote by
Ei,j

r , Ei,j
l , Ei,j

u , andEi,j
d the local potential barriers associated

with the right Ei,j
r =Esi,jd→si+1,jd, left Ei,j

l =Esi,jd→si−1,jd, up Ei,j
u

=Esi,jd→si,j+1d, and downEi,j
d =Esi,jd→si,j−1d jumps, such that

Ei,j
r ;Ei+1,j

l andEi,j
u ;Ei,j+1

d . The barrier heights are chosen to
be random and quenched, given byEi,j

g =E0+Uhi,j
g , whereg

stands forr, l, u, andd; E0 is a constant; andhi,j
r ;hi+1,j

l and
hi,j

u ;hi,j+1
d are uncorrelated random numbers uniformly dis-
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tributed between 0 and 1. Throughout the paper we measure
the energies in units ofkBT, wherekB stands for the Boltz-
mann constant andT is the absolute temperature.

In addition to the thermally activated diffusion, the par-
ticle is also driven by an external alternating force, 2fstd,
applied along thex direction ssee Fig. 1d. Since the energy
barriers are placed halfway between adjacent sites, the alter-
nating force modulates their height by −fstd in the positivex
direction and by +fstd in the negative one. Thus, for large
enough barriers the hopping rates of a particle occupying site
si , jd are given by

ki,j
r = n exph− fUhi,j

r − fstdgj,

ki,j
l = n exph− fUhi,j

l + fstdgj,

ki,j
u = n exph− Uhi,j

u j,

ki,j
d = n exph− Uhi,j

d j, s1d

wheren=n0 exph−E0j and the attempt frequencyn0 is also a
constant.

Next we turn to an ensemble description, in which the
probability of the particle occupying sitesi , jd is denoted by
Pi,j, and the time evolution of this probability distribution is
described by the set of master equations

]Pi,j

]t
= − Ji,j

x + Ji−1,j
x − Ji,j

y + Ji,j−1
y , s2d

where

Ji,j
x = ki,j

r Pi,j − ki+1,j
l Pi+1,j ,

Ji,j
y = ki,j

u Pi,j − ki,j+1
d Pi,j+1 s3d

are thex andy components of the local probability currents

JW i,j, as defined above.

For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to symmetric square-
wave external fields, i.e., when the fieldfstd alternates be-
tween +F and −F at constant time intervalstF. We also as-
sume thattF is much larger than the relaxation time of the
entire system, estimated astrelax<L2 maxs1/ki,j

g d. In this
case, for the first half period of the alternating driving force

the probability distributionPi,j and currentsJW i,j relax to their

steady-state valuesPi,js+Fd and JW i,js+Fd, while for the sec-

ond half they relax toPi,js−Fd and JW i,js−Fd. The magnitude
of these currents can be determined from the stationary so-
lution of the master equations forfstd= +F and fstd=−F,
respectively. From direct analogy with the ratchet velocities,
we can then define thenet currentsas

JW i,j =
1

2
fJW i,js+ Fd + JW i,js− Fdg. s4d

The appearance of nonzero net currents is a property of sys-
tems with locally broken symmetry, their magnitude being
given by the second- and higher-order terms in the response
function f9g.

We solved Eqs.s1d–s3d numerically using the conjugate
gradient method, modified for sparse matricesf10g. In Figs.
2sad–2sdd we show the steady-state local net current patterns
obtained for a system with linear sizeL=50, randomness
parameterU=0.5, and external field amplitudesF=0.01,
0.05, 0.1, and 0.9. In the absence of collective effects we
would expect no net current in the system, or at best, small-
scale random currents, reflecting the local symmetry break-
ing. In contrast, Fig. 2 indicates the emergence of highly
nontrivial spatially extended steady-state net current fields,
characterized by long-range correlations and large-scale vor-
ticity. The large-scale vorticity is most apparent for small
external fieldsfF!U, Fig. 2sadg. As F increases the correla-
tions gradually disappear and the net current field converges
to a nearly random structurefFig. 2sddg f9g.

To quantify the scaling properties of the system, we com-
pute the ensemble-averaged real-space current-current corre-
lation function defined as

Csrd =K 1

osi,jd JW i,j
2 Nr

o
i,j

o
i8,j8

fJW sr i,jd − JW sr i8,j8dg
2L . s5d

Here summation over all lattice sitessi , jd is implied, while
summation oversi8 , j8d indexes is performed only for lattice
site pairs such thatur i,j −r i8,j8u=r, Nr being the number of
such pairs. The averagek¯l was taken for various different
realizations of the disorderhhi,j

g j. The correlation function
defined this way is bounded from below by 0sperfect corre-
lationd, from above by 4sperfect anticorrelationd, and takes
the value of 2 for vanishing correlation.

In Fig. 3 we show the normalized correlation function,
Csrd /Cs1d, computed for different system sizes and fixed
external field amplitude,F=0.01. We find that the correlation
function follows closely a logarithmic dependence onr for
small radial distances, and saturates at a value that depends
on the system size,L. This allows us to introduce the corre-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the parameters of the
studied two-dimensional driven diffusion problem. A particle on the
site si , jd hops to its neighboring sites with hopping rateski,j

g , de-
fined by both the potential barriers between these sites and by the
alternating field. The time-dependent behavior of the external field
is shown on the top left.
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lation lengthj, defined as a characteristic length at which the
correlation vanishes:Csrd=2, that is, where 1−0.5Csrd
,kJW sr i,jdJW sr i8,j8dl becomes zero.

On the basis of the above observations, we conclude that

the current-current correlation function follows the scaling
relation

Csrd , logsrdfS r

j
D , s6d

where fsxø1d,const. Note that the correlation length in
Eq. s6d depends both on the amplitude of the external field
and on the system size; i.e.,j=jsF ,Ld. Moreover, we find
that the correlation length,j, scales with both of these quan-
tities following power laws. That is, for small external field
amplitudes, the correlation length depends on the system size
as jsLd,La, where a.0.98±0.02si.e., j grows approxi-
mately linearly withLd. On the other hand, for intermediate
external field amplitudes,j is found to be weakly dependent
on L and to monotonically decrease withF, following an
inverse power law,j,F−b, whereb.0.78±0.02. The tran-
sition between the two regimes occurs at theL-dependent
field amplitudeF1

csLd. These scaling laws suggest the scaling
relation

j , F−bgsFLa/bd, s7d

where gsxd,xB for FøF1
csLd and gsxd,const for F1

csLd
øFøF2

csLd. The significance ofF2
csLd will be discussed

later. In Fig. 4 we show the data collapse, performed accord-
ing to Eq.s7d. As one can observe, the collapse is excellent
for small and intermediateFLa/b values, systematic devia-
tions being observed only in the large saturated regime. In
general, three scaling regimes can be distinguished. For
small F fi.e., FøF1

csLdg the behavior ofj is determined by
the system size dependent scaling. In the second regime, cor-
responding to the intermediate valuesF1

csLdøFøF2
csLd,

scaling is dominated by the external field amplitude. Devia-
tions from the scaling behavior predicted by Eq.s7d are ob-
served only for largeF fi.e., for FùF2

csLdg. This behavior is
an artifact of the model’s discrete nature since, as the par-
ticles are on a lattice, we cannot measurej smaller than 1. As
a result, in the largeF limit the correlation length does not

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the steady-state net current fields obtained
for systems withL=50, U=0.5, and different external field ampli-
tudes:sad F=0.01;sbd F=0.05;scd F=0.10;sdd F=0.90. The direc-
tion and the size of each arrow indicates the direction and the mag-
nitude of the net ratchet current in the system.

FIG. 3. Linear-logarithmic plot of the current-current correlation
function,Csrd /Cs1d, computed forU=0.5, F=0.01, and for differ-
ent system sizesL.
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follow Eq. s7d down to arbitrary small distances, but rather
saturates atj.1.

In summary, we studied the diffusive motion of a single
particle under the influence of an alternating field on 2D
Euclidean lattices with quenched random potential. In con-
trast with the intuitive picture, that would indicate no sys-
tematic difference between an alternating driven diffusion
and random diffusion at time scales larger than the period of
the alternating field, we offer evidence that the interplay be-
tween the quenched randomness of the potential landscape
and the external alternating bias leads to the emergence of
large-scale vorticity patterns in the net steady-state currents.
These patterns represent a unique form of self-organized pat-
tern formation. The emerging stationary currents are found to

be strongly correlated, with the two-point correlation func-
tion following a logarithmic distance dependence. The cur-
rent fields are largely independent of the particular realiza-
tion of the disorder. The observed correlation length scales
linearly with the system size and displays an inverse power-
law dependence on the external field amplitude.

An intuitive explanation for the observed phenomenon is
based on the particle’s ability to “choose” globally different
paths when driven by the alternating field in two opposing
directions. The superposition of these globally different flow
fields results in large-scale flow patterns and vorticity. This
picture is consistent with a slowslogarithmicd decay of the
correlations and the finding that the correlation length is of
the order of the system size. Note that this phenomenon can-
not occur in one dimension, where all the energy barriers are
in series, thus alternative trajectories are not possible. Yet, it
will likely emerge in three dimensions as well.

These results could find application in a number of areas.
Driven diffusion in the presence of randomness is present in
a number of systems, ranging from the diffusion of vortices
in thin disordered superconductorsf11g to electron diffusion
in disordered conductors or the diffusion of colloidal par-
ticles in colloidal suspensionsf12g. Each of these systems
can be driven by external alternating fields, potentially repro-
ducing the conditions discussed in the present paper. There-
fore, with rapidly developing visualization techniques and
high sensitivity instrumentation the predicted spatial organiz-
ing patterns could be observed experimentally as well.
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